
Anyone for an election?

It is unlikely this Parliament is about to vote to dissolve itself and hold
an election. The massed ranks of the Opposition parties, usually so keen for
an election, are shy about meeting electors on the doorstep and giving them
the chance of change. The SNP and Lib Dem offer is tactical and linked to
trying to stop Brexit. They are busy lobbying the EU to keep us in The EU
 for longer as a precondition for any election.

Labour after months of demands for a poll now say they wish to take so called
No deal off the agenda first. They now say that could take them to December
2020 to be sure of that. They might as well say they do not want an election
before the Thames freezes over. Given their strong belief in Global warming
they should feel safe for a few years with that pledge.

Boris Johnson told the rallies and meetings before he became Leader that he
did not want an early election. He assumed he could deliver Brexit on 31
October.

Now he is desperate for one, given the impasse in Parliament and the way his
majority has disappeared.

A General election could break the logjam in this rotten Parliament if
electors are in decisive mood. Were  the vote to splinter too much with four
or five parties in contention, we could end up with another hung Parliament
which could perpetuate the block over Brexit and the difficulty in forming a
government with a majority that can do things..

One of the most common messages I currently receive is Cromwell’s speech when
dissolving the Long Parliament. This much purged Parliament wished to
perpetuate itself after the death of the King and the advent of the
Commonwealth. Presumably my correspondents  think they see similarities to
today.

There are however very important differences. Cromwell arrived with 40
soldiers to close the Parliament down, using the force of the New Model Army
against Parliament. He did not plan a new Parliament, but planned a personal
autocracy as he became Lord Protector.

What we want instead is an election to try to change the personnel of
Parliament. The gap between what this Parliament wants about Brexit and want
voters want is too great. Worse still, many MPs were elected to see Brexit
through only to go back on their word  and do everything in their power to
delay or prevent Brexit.

http://www.government-world.com/anyone-for-an-election/

